Beyond Joints: Learning Representations From Primitive Geometries for Skeleton-Based Action Recognition and Detection.
Recently, skeleton-based action recognition becomes popular owing to the development of cost-effective depth sensors and fast pose estimation algorithms. Traditional methods based on pose descriptors often fail on large-scale datasets due to the limited representation of engineered features. Recent recurrent neural networks (RNN) based approaches mostly focus on the temporal evolution of body joints and neglect the geometric relations. In this paper, we aim to leverage the geometric relations among joints for action recognition. We introduce three primitive geometries: joints, edges, and surfaces. Accordingly, a generic end-to-end RNN based network is designed to accommodate the three inputs. For action recognition, a novel viewpoint transformation layer and temporal dropout layers are utilized in the RNN based network to learn robust representations. And for action detection, we first perform frame-wise action classification, then exploit a novel multi-scale sliding window algorithm. Experiments on the large-scale 3D action recognition benchmark datasets show that joints, edges, and surfaces are effective and complementary for different actions. Our approaches dramatically outperform the existing state-of-the-art methods for both tasks of action recognition and action detection.